Celtic Designs by George McGinn
www.glassdesignsbygeorgemcginn.com

General Design features:
- The smaller bevel clusters are made from a light green glass while all larger ones are clear.
- All panels are waxed and polished with hanging chain and hooks for wood window frames.
- Glass around the cluster and border can vary.
- Optional hardwood framing (cherry, walnut, mahogany, stained oak) is $25 to $45 extra.
- Packing, shipping and insurance varies by panel size, and distance from Durham, NC.

Panel Cost (10/2009, subject to change):
- Small Trefoil Cross – $125
- Large Trefoil Cross – $150
- Celtic Cross – $125
- Trefoil in Circle – $150
- Circular Knot – $155
- Celtic Heart – $180
- Large Circular Knot – $400
- Other knots are available.

Small Trefoil Cross (10” by 10”):

Large Trefoil Cross (14” by 14”):

Celtic Cross about (10” by 10”):

Trefoil in Circle (10” by 10”):

Circular Knot (13” by 15”):

Celtic Heart (12” by 16”):

Large Circular Knot (about 22” by 22”):